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Project 1 Overview:
The first assignment (Project 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3) is about 

learning how to analyze images by breaking them 

down into different visual components—such as point, 

shape, lines, forms, color, texture—and improve your 

ability to describe complex scenes by grouping simple 

elements in relation to a frame, canvas, grid, and so on. 

This first series of projects will help us express how to 

look at images in different ways. 

Project 1.1 Initial Work:  
Take a walk and spend about 20 minutes. The purpose 

of the walk is to listen and collect source material; a 

field recording exercise to collect counds with cell 

phone voice recorder app. After collecting sounds, 

upload sound files and begin the process of translation.

Describe in your visual diary the characteristics of the 

sound (i.e. a slow drone, sharp, repetitive, near/far, loud 

to soft, blunt, cracking, etc.). How does this influence 

the interpretation of the sound? 

Project 1.1 Translation (visual diary): 
Sketch at least five possible black and white 

translations of one of your sounds in your visual 

diary. It is fine to create literal or more figurative 

representations of the what the sound represents to 

you. Please source references (perhaps imagery from 

the web), print and include these in your visual diary 

as a jumping off point to start visualizing the sounds. 

Birds, wind, vehicles, sirens, people, what do you 

hear and how does sound influence your rendering 

of the image? 

Project 1.1 Abstraction (visual diary):
Do ten rough sketches in your visual diary that are pure 

abstractions representational of your sound. Use your 

literal translations/sketches to start but now change your 

physical image to an auditory image... how do you use 

reduction to translate? what do you add to the piece? 

what does your sound look like? 

Drafting (Illustrator):
Develop one of your sketches in Illustrator with a reduced 

visual vocabulary, looking to capture the essence of the 

sound itself. Once you have your imagery in Illustrator, 

create three variations by pushing different compositional 

concerns, changing scale of objects, cropping of objects 

in the frame, creating focal point and contrast. How 

does quality of line influence your shape? What narrative 

evolves from foreground, midground, background, and 

the overall composition? How do the three different drafts 

tell the story of your sound differently?  Print a smaller 

version of each draft and place each in your visual diary.

Deliverable:  
One 12”x12” Black & White image that is broken into 

visual elements using Adobe Illustrator. You may work 

on several images but submit only one for grading. Also, 

place a digital flat pdf version with your sound file, into 

the course folder (in another folder with your name on it).

Project Considerations:
Shape, figure-ground reference, composition, unity 

through repetition, cropping and frame considerations, 

intentional execution and readability

Duration: 1 week
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